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Abstract : The need for production of polarized 
particles is emphasized. A review of the different 
types of sources in use at accelerators is made. New 
polarization schemes and new uses of polarized sources 
as targets for storage rings are emphasized. 

1. The need for polarized ions sources. -_ 

Everybody knows that nuclei are made of nucleons 
(protons and neutrons) and almost everyone knows that 
the nucleons have a spin (which in this special case 
is equal to :$ or half a unit of angular momentum). It 
means that when plunged into a magnetic field, they 
are able to rotate or "to spin" around the magnetic 
field axis. 

It is less known that the nuclear interactions 
are strongly dependent on the orientation of the spins. 
For example when one proton (or neutron) interacts with 
a nucleus with spin zero (in fact in which all the nu- 
cleon spins are coupled to zero) its interaction is 
dependent on two terms : a central potential of the 
order of 50 Me.4 and a spin orbit potential of the order 
of 5 WV. The spin orbit potential is directly respon- 
sible for the shell structure of nuclei and hence for 
their stability. 

The basic ingredient for building nuclear inter- 
actions is the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction bet- 
‘tieen two particles with spin %. It depends on 5 ampli- 
tudes (for the pp or nn case) or 6 amplitudes (for the 
np case) of which only one is spinindependant, all the 
other ones depending on the relative orientation of the 
spins. All these amplitudes have about the same strength 
and if it were not for the tensor NN interaction, the 
deuteror. would not be bound and would not exist in na- 
ture. 

These features have, since long, called for the 
use of intense polarized ion sources at low and inter- 
mediate energy particle accelerators (electrostatic 
accelerators, Van de Graaff Tandems, cyclotrons). More 
recently a new wave of users has come from high energy 
physics. At very high energy (above a few GeV) strong 
interactions are supposed to be governed by quantum 
chromodynamics (QCD) which describe the mutual actions 
of quarks and gluons. Since helicity (the projection 
of spin along the momentum of the particle) is conser- 
ved in quark-quark and quark-gluon intefactlons, 'SCD 
predicts that, at some high "asymptotic" energy all 
spin effects must disappear. This prediction is strong- 
ly coctradicted by experience which shows that there 
are strong spin effects up to 400 GeV (fig. 1 from 
ref [I]). This finding has strongly excited a part of 
the high energy physics community and has pushed for 
the development of high intensity polarized sources for 
synchrotrons which has led, in term, to detailed stu- 
dies of depolarization effects in periodic accelerators. 

2. Review of operating polarized sources. 
2.1. Introduction. 

Progress in polarized sources is extensively dis- 
cussed at three main types of meetings : 
a) International Conferences in Polarization Physics 
which happen every 5 years, the last one in Osaka in 
1985 [2]. 
b) sigh Energy Spin Physics Conferences held every 2 
years : Serpukhov 1986 [3], blarseille 1984 141. 
c) Topical conferences on polarized sources and tar- 
gets : Montana 1985 [5], Vancouver 1983 [fi]. 

The reader is encouraged to consult tile procee- 
dings of these various meetings for more details on the 
subject. 

- 

O(o11 - 90. and P = 0 for l**nrlcal *tlCle suttcrlng. 

Fig. 1 

Most polarized sources prodiice protons (spia '4) 
~~~sl;~~,"&lipenSt~,d~~terons (spin 1). Tolarized heavy 

I , Na) have also been accelerated 
recently [7j. The principles for production of polari- 
zed particles are the same for the diverse kinds of 
particles and I will mainly describe polarized proton 
S"urceS, adding only complements when needed. 

There are essentially three types of sOilrces : 
the atomic beam source, the Lamb-shift source and the 
most recent optical pumping source. Most sources can 
product? positive or negative polarized ions, depending 
on the ionization scheme but Lamb-shift sources are 
most suitable for negative ions production. 

2.2 Atomic beam sources. 
2.2.1. General principles. Eleven atomic beam sources 
were reported at the last Montana meeting [s] and al- 
together there must be more than 20 sources working in 
the world. Atomic sources are the most intense for DC 
operation and they are still highly competitive for 
pulsed operation. 

A schematic diagram of an atomic beam source is 
strhown in fig. 2. The atoms are produced by dissocia- 
tion of hydrogen or deuterium gas in a RF discharge 
which takes place in a vessel ended by a nozzle. A 
skimmer usually limits the dimension of the atomic jet. 
The atoms enter a B-pole magnet in which they are sub- 
ir:tted to a restoring force F '= - kr by the inhomoge- 
neous magnetic field. The atogs with electron spin 
Frojection m = + g are focussed while the atoms with 
m = - % are"repelled from the axis, recombined on the 
pile pieces and finally pumped out. After having passed 
in the sextupole magnet the atoms are electron-polarized 
but their nuclear polarization is still zero since one- 
half of the protons selected is in state mI= t% and 
the other half in spin state m = - y. They pass then 
in a set of radio-frequency trinsitions which select 
states producing non--zero nuclear polarization. 

For spin - ?< parzicles the polarization is 
dcfincd as : p = (n+- n-) / (n++ n-) 
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Eig. Schmntic diagnm of the atanic heam sources with different 
ionizer schemes. 

where n 
+ and n- are particles in nuclear spin state 

mI 
= f :< respectively. Deuterons having a spin 1 can 

take three different orientations mI= tl, 0 and -1 
when submitted to a magnetic field and one can define 
2 quantities : a polarization 

P = (n+ - n-1 i (n+ + no + n-j 
and an alignement 

A = (n+ + n- - 2"') ! (n+ + no + n-1 

Physicists like to work in an irreducible tensor 
representation in which transformations under rota- 
tions are much easier to handle and they define, fol- 
lowing the Madison Convention [8], a vector polariza- 
tion t 1,~ and a tensor polarization t20 such that : 

/T 

t20 = \/ 
$A 

,. F 
The next step is to ionize the H"or DU atoms to 

produce positive ions by electron bombardment. This is 
usually done inside a magnetic field given by a sole- 
noid which produces a confinement of the electrons and 
increases their interaction length with the atoms. 

Efficiencies of these devices are of the order 
of 3 to 5 %. Polarized ion beam intensities of 500 PA 
have been reached [ 91. 

Atomic beam sources are also used to produce 
negative ions by charge-exchange as shown in fig. 2. 

2.2.21 Improved atomic sources. Improvements on ato- 
mic sources are under way with the goal of obtaining 
intensities of a few mA. 
a) Pulsation. When the operation mode of the accelera- ----- 
tor permits it (e. g. in a synchrotron) an improvement 
of a factor 2 can be readily obtained by pulsing the 
gas flow and the R. F. power in the dissociator. This 
improves vacuum conditions and allows higher R. F. 
peak power resulting in a better dissociation effi- 
ciency. The Saturne polarized source is pulsed down to 
900 vis for an injection time in Himas of 800 VS. 
b) Dissociator cooling. By lowering the temperature of ----___-- 
the atomic beam one may expect to gain on two levels ; 
1) the solid-angle of the sextupole magnet can be in- 
cress d as T 
a&v-' or T-'. 

and 2) the beam density should increase 
Altogether improvements should go as 

T and at the Ann Arbor Conference in 1981 there were 
predictions that by going from room temperature to LHe 
a gain of 590 would be obtained. Many attempts have 
been done since to lower the temperature of the atomic 
beam and one distinguishes now warm (room temperature) 
sources which are almost extinct, cold sources (cooled 
by LN2 down to 77OK or by LHe down to 4OK) and ultra- 
cold sources which aim at temperatures of 1°K or less 

(still under development). 
It has been realized that there are effects off-setting 
some of the gains 1) the gas density in the dissocia- 
tor is limited by gas scattering, 2) recombination on 
the walls of the dissociator increases, 3) the diver- 

gence angle at the exit of the sextupole increases 
resulting in a lower ionization efficiency. 

Altogether the gains have scaled like T 
-:: 

where 
T is the temperature of the atomic beam which is 
higher than the temperature of the cooling device:lFor 
example a beam temperature of T= 34OK (v= 750 m.s ) 
has been measured at ETH for a nozzle cooling of 20°K 
[lo]. The use of an accomodator, separated from the 
dissociator, which cools the beam without cooling the 
discharge results in a much scharper distribution as 
seen on fig. 3 obtained at ETH. 
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c) Sextupole matching. What is important is that as -----_--- 
many atoms as possible enter the ionization volume and 
one way to do it is to use 2 short sextupoles instead 
of a long one, the first one accomplishing the separa- 
tion between hyperfine states and the second one acting 
as "compressor" to focalize atoms of different veloci- 

ties into the ionizer as shown in fig. 4 [ll]. 
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d) Ionizer. The electron bombardment (EB) ionizer -- 
seems-to have reached its optimum design. For D. C. 
sources, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ionizers 
are investigated 1121. Their high electronic den;ity 
makes them a good choice for an ionizer. Moreover 
since the plasma in an ECR source is neutralthere are 

no space charge-effects on the ion beam and the resul- 
ting energy spread is very small (typically <5 eV) 
compared to some keV in an EB ionizer. One problem is 
the possibility of depolarization through spin-flip 
of the atomic electrons.Calculations [13]show that for 
a low-power ECR (50 W) at 2,45 GHz which is best sui- 
ted for ionization of singly charged atoms, signifi- 
cant depolarization is unlikely. Tests carried out at 
Karlsruhe and SIN have resulted in production of up 
to 150 PA of 85y% tensor polarized deuterons in 
60 mm.mrad. MeV', a gain of a factor 2 to 5 compared 
to an EB ionizer [14]. The best ionizer so far has 
been developped at INR Moscow by the colliding beam 
method [lz] using the charge-exchange reaction 
h+ D+ + Ho+ DO. Intensities up to 6 mA of polarized 
proton beam with polarization 76 % have been obtained 



[ :.c] . Unfortunately this ionizer works only with 
short 11~0 ps pulses at 1 Hz whlcil makes 11 not sLitable 
for I?. C. operation or even for most syrchrotrons. 

2.2.3. IJltra csld atomic sources. It has been observed 
that atomic hydrogen -an bc stabilized against molecu- 
lar recombination by po;;rizlng-.$he electron spins and 
densities as high as IO at cm have been achieved 
[17] at very low temperatures !il, Xi : in tnls sitlia- 
tion atomic collisions occur only in triplet state 
which is repulsive, then prohibiting recombinnt.ion. An 
inttzrtstini? application is iht> possibility of making 
a very intLsnsi- :iltra-cold (:=O..3":<i source ( fi&. 5) . 

I , I / 
Fig. 5 

'The thernal energy of atox at O.LIOK is mutt 

smaller tila:i tilfir magnetic potential energy in a 
field cf a fev. Teslas as shown >I? fig. t. Then the 
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pig. 6 Schematic representad2n of the "magnetic bottle". 

atoms with electron spin m J 
:- + ", tre c0np1ete1y re- 

pelled at the entrance of a soleno'id with R > 5 T 
whereas atoms wi.th electron spins m = - & J are ;I L: 1 i e i: 
into the solenoid and then stored. 

Tne natural polariza-ion is givsn by 
z ; exp (- 2!J B/k'T! - 1 

here p_ is tile Eohr magngton and k the Boltzmann 
constan?. At T ().?"I< and B : 13 T thi: elrctron po- 
larization is 130 Y 0. 

IJltra cold sources are investigated at CERN 
[IR] and by a Fllchigan-MIT-l3:,ocktla~~~rl collnbnration 
[19j. 

2.3. Lamb-shift sources. 
About 15 Lamb-snlft sources are operatlocal. ?or 

a long timr they ha-ve reigned a: accelerators produ- 
cing r.agative ions like 'Jan de Graaff tandems or the 
TRIIJMF cyclotron. l'hey are n-w challenged by atomic 

beam sources which pr:;duce higtier intensities but with 
lar3Fir emittances and, more recently, by optical pu-t- cz 
pirig SOU~C:~:~. 

The schrmnCic diag:arr o: a Lamb-shift source is 
sho,tin in fig. 7. On: start.s from an intense beam of 
positive ions produced by an I!. II'. source, a duoplas- 
matron 0" in ECH source, resulting ln a bwsm ha\ling a 
very sri!all rnergy sk;~~ad 122 eL') anti low i:~~ii.tnncc. 
l’hv H+ or P+ ions, accelerated to mo e's' per nucl!?on, 
are neutzallzed in 3 Cs charge exzhan& cell where a 
s:lhs:~:i:i:il frnct;c-n is ccnvrrte-l to LS :/ 

a:,oms. 'I be 
undesired spin states are induced to decay :.o the 'S,, 
grolmr sttitc by :x1,111 eleclrir: fi< Id:;. T?le rcmainiq;" 
‘ ,- .z atoms are then j c,nizi-d selectively by cl;arge- 
exrhangc in cur-rc,ni,s uii to 1-T .>A with W % polarjz;\- 

\ _N \ 
b 

Meiastoble Eearr Spin -State Seleclior 
Source and lon~zotio~ 

Tip. jl Schematic shcwing the basic compxwncs of e Lamb-s,;if: 
polarized ion 6O"ICC. 

t--on can te obtained bu+t recent progress .)a-; t?eell slow: 
the brightness of t,he tl beam seerls+to be limited and 
quenching of metastable atoms by Cs arise in sLrong 
space-charge. 

2.4. Optically punped sources. 
With the advenL of high po;uer lasers the use rjf‘ 

optical pumping to produce polarized alkal; vapoiur has 
become very effective [2@] and there were 3 operating 
optically pumped sources discussed at. the Montana .tiork- 
shop at the end of 1985 : INR (Moscow) [21] , KEK 
(Japan) [22] and TRIUMF (Vancouver) [23!. 

A schematic diagram is shown in fig. 8. ElecTron 
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polarized sodium acorns exchange their pclarized elec- 
trons with a 5 kV high intens:ty beam of positive ions 
resulting in electron polarized hydrogen. atoms. Spin 
exchange occurs in a strong rragnetic flrld (> 10 kG)in 
order to prevent depolarization. The hydrogen atoms are 
then nuclear polarized in a Sona-type transition. Posi- 
tive ions are obtained by a further charge-exchange in 
a Ne cell or negative ions are produced by attaching 
one more electron from an unpolarized alkali vapour. 

The unpolarized hydrogen source may be a duoplas- 
matron (INR Moscow) or an ECK source working at 16.5 GHz 
(KEK) or at 28 GHz (TRIUMF). The polarizing nrdiurri in 
sodium p$Jmped by a combination of broadband and single 
,$~:~~e~F"ll~s~f-nta~o~t5~~~~Au. With a pumped laser 

spin-polarized atoms can 

be produced per pulse leadIng to -urre:ts ranging from 
IO to 2X PA of H- and up to 4 mA of H with polarirn- 
tions of tte order of 40 % to 65 % and very small enit- 
tame as si-.own in table 1. Ttle pulse width is '30 LIS 
at 1 Hz (Moscow) to 152 US at. 20 137 :KEK) giving macro 
duty-cycles of 3 x 10 to 3 x 10 -3 which make this 
scheme less interesting for D. C. machines or even syn- 
chrotrons with slow injection. 

Despite these shortcomings polarized sources ba- 
sed on oFtica1 pumping are certa;n to overcome the 
reign of Lamb-shift so'Jrces for production of negative 
ions and they nay be a strong c?mpvtitior: for puisad 
positive atomic beam sources. They nay bc well sui-.rii 
for producing also tensor polarized dellterons [:'4]. 

2.5. Canclusions on polarized sources. 
The goal for reaching tne space--h;irge 1 i?it 

with polarized sources, proclaimed since ‘.hc very first 
Polarization Symposillm in Has-l, in IgilD, is now und-1' 
reach al many accelerator:; (F. g. at. S7t.urI1t~ 'wP are 
now accelerating 2 x 1;~~ l polarized deutcronrj per cy?l+ 
in pi nay for a limit of C; x 10.: 1 ) . There is IX doubf 
that wi'.h sourc?s basrc on powerful neu. schemes (iiltr;i- 
cold, optical pumping) prodllcing many mA of polarized 
particles t,h:s goal w;ll be nchiowd soor,. 
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TABLE 1 
(Emittance 

: (I-A: IFolarizationlNor~alized 
I I 

I 000 I 65 7’ /1 mm.mrad 
I J I 

60 1 ii8 % I 
I ]~.~lmrn.r?rad 

1 5c: 1 40 % I 

1 c 50 % jO.OZmm.mrad 
I 

3 Accelerators for polarized sources. 

With the :.ncrease of interest for polarized bearr 
experiments there is not a single type of ion accelera- 
tor which does no: produce polarized beams. Japan, for 
exaTp le, tlas equipped 7 Tandems, 7 cyclotrons and one 
synchrotxm ultt-, polarized sources. 

Positive ion sources are used at : 
- low ellergy electrostatic xcelerators (INR Moscow) , 
- most cyclotrons (Sindhoven, Tokyo, Osaka, SIN, 
Karl sl-:lhz , ':'exas A and M, Berkeley, Birmingham), 
- ~yr~i,i,r~.,tror, 5 (Sai:u:-ne ! . 

negative ion sources are used at : 
- 'Tanden accelerators (TUNL, Erlangtn, Munich, 
Giessen, Cologne, Tsukuba, Rycshu , Zurich, U. cf 
Washington, Madison), 
- cwlotrons wi th H- injection (TRTIW') , 
- 1rnac (LAMPF), 
- synct.r~c,t,y>n s wi tn H- inJec< !OII (ar ookhn-vor:: KEK\!. 
This list is not exhaustive. 

Most. Van de Graaf tandems are able to accelerate 
polarized particles. Since these are electrostatic 
machines there are no depolarizing resonances to cross 
and the direction of t:le polarization is conserved 
frorll ttle so,>rce to the high energy end of the machine, 
an 3 ) with some preco,ution, to the target. Polarizaticn 
coT.I,onrrits in all three directions (x, y, z) are then 
easy to ob+ain directly at the source where power- 
requirements me minimal. 

Cyclotrons are also equipped with polarized 
sources and in most cases there is no problem with 
depolarizing resonances except for the Manitoba Cy- 
clotron which had to be restricted for the accelera- 
tion of polarized deuterons, the protons being fully 
depolarized. Acceleration of polarized particles has 
been nade more efficient with the development of 
axial :rjectioni; ISrrnoble, KarlsrLhe, Groningen, SIN 
in:ectori. Polarized intensities of a few PA can be 
obt.>ir.i‘d. 

Amongst. larger machines all 3 meson factories 
(TRIUMF, SIN, LAMPF‘) have a strong program in p~la- 

riz,dtiori. 'THIUNF accelerates H ~.p to 515 MeV and 
they have decided to switch frcn a Lamb-shift source 
to an optical pumping source which is well advanced 
: 231 and .iin: ::Z obtaining 513 PA of H- before the end 
of 1988. j_ 

LAMP: accelerates H at the same time as H+, 
with a I.amn-s,tiii‘t source of n-oderate Intensity and 
tney have also decided to switch to ar: optical pumping 
sc.urc('. 

SIN is a special case since tne injector is 
atlr t.*> accelerate polarized protons up to 72 MeV by: 
prim,>ry polarized protons arc not. usually accelerated 
in the R1.n.~ Cyclotron. Polarized experiments [essen- 
tial ly Czr the Nu~lton-N!~cl eon prcgrnm) were done with 
protons polarized up to 40 % by s~lall angle scatte- 
ring, this mod<, of operation being compatible with the 
grodilct ::,n of‘ secondary beams(u, pi, n) . Eut accelera- 
tion of highly 3ol;irized primary protons up to LB@ MeV 
has rircn rwdr WY~I: t.ht> ic+,ensity was needed. 

Amongst synchrotrons, Saturne is the only machine 
accelerating polarized protons (up to 3 GeV) and pola- 
rized deuterons (up to 2.3 GeVl and it holds the world 
record for intensity (2 x lO"lpp,, wit11 Mimas) . The 
source Hjrperion is of the cold atomic beam type [25]. 
Proton polarization ranges from 90 % at 500 MeV to 80 'i 
at maximum energy. Deuteron pure vector polarization of 
60 % can be obtained and tensor polarization is 2 95 % 
(combined with a vector polarization of 30 %I. There 
are no depolarizing resonances for deuterons. The use 
of polarized particles represent 6i: % of the machine 
time. 

KEK (12 GeV) accelerates polarized prolons up to 
3.5 GeV, intensity 3 - 9 x 108 ppp ard polarization 
3U - 40 % with an optical pumping source [22]producing 
60 kA with a polarization, at the source, of 55 f 5 X. 
Acceleration up to 5 GeV is being studied [26]. 

Next in energy is the Dubna synchrophasotron which 
uses a cold atomic beam source (Folaris) to accelerate 
5 x 108 polarized deuterons up tc 10 GeV [27]. 

The AGS at Brookhaven is equipped with a cold 
atonic source producing 25 k.4 of H with a pulse width 
of 330 kS. The intensity reaches 2 x 1OlD ppp a:: 
22 GeVjc, the highest energy for a direct polarized 
beam with a polarization near 50 %. A new so'.~rce which 
has produced up to 60 PA of H- by collisional charge 
exchange with D- is being installed [2R!. 

Besides high energy electron machines for wi:ch 
the production of polarized beams is a completely dif- 
ferent problem since the electrons are naturally po- 
larized by synchrotron radiation, one must signal that 
the acceleration of polarized protons in the future 
20 TeV on 20 TeV SSC is seriously debatted [29:, a task 
which would require a careful study of depolarizing 
resonances and the use of numerous "Siberian snakes" to 
preserve the polarization as shown in fig. i?. 

20 JCV RliJGS 

SNAKES--/ WNSJER 

Fig. 9 : Polarized protons at SSC 

Finally it must oe stressed that polarized 
sources can also be used as polarized targets either 
as Jets crossing circulating beams but also as storage 
cells. With the advent of storage rings (LEAR, IUCF, 
CELSIUS, COSY, HERA) these spplicatlons will bewmc 
more and more important. 
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